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WorkAbility Frequent Lift/Carry Tests 
 
Purpose:  To assess FREQUENT materials handling strength. 
 
Equipment:  Two-handled Ergo-Tote (or equivalent), unmarked 

weights, painters tape, stop watch, OMNI EXERTION 

SCALE, Pulse Oximeter. 
 
WorkerFIT Materials Handling Factor Definitions that apply: 
 

• Frequent lift/carry 13-30x/hr: Average load lifted or carried by one worker for more than one third of 
the shift (13-30x/hr). Reference Test: WorkAbility Low Lift Frequent Test and WorkAbility Chest Lift 
Frequent Test.  

• Handling maximum lift/carry: Heaviest load manually lifted or carried by a worker at any given time. 
Reference Test: WorkAbility Low Lift Strength Test or WorkAbility Carry Strength Test.  

• High lift maximum: Heaviest load manually lifted with one or both hands positioned between shoulder 
level and overhead (above 52 in or 132 cm). Reference Test: WorkAbility High Lift Strength Test.  

• Low lift maximum: Heaviest load manually lifted with one or both hands positioned below knee level 
(<18 in or 46 cm.). Reference Test: WorkAbility Low Lift Strength Test. 

• Mid- to chest lift maximum: Heaviest load manually lifting with one or both hands positioned between 
waist to chest level (34-52 in or 86-132 cm). Reference Test: WorkAbility Chest Lift Strength Test. 

• Short carry maximum: Heaviest load transported for short distances while walking and holding load in 
one or both arms (up to 20 feet or 6 meters). Reference Test: WorkAbility Short Carry Strength Test.  

 
Ergo-totes Set-up:  

1. Place the protect sheet on a sturdy surface with its near edge 
located about 24” from the wall. 

2. Place the ergo-tote lid upside down on the protect sheet with its 
narrow side aligned to the table edge. 

3. Place the two-handled ergo tote crossways on the ergo-tote lid. 
It should be about 24” from the wall.  

4. Add a 1-lb. and 3-lb. weight to the tote to make a 10-lb. load. 
5. Chest lift mark: put a piece of painter’s tape at 62”.  
6. Calculate Target Health Rate using the Gellish method: 

o THR = [207 – (0.7 * age)] * 0.80  
 
Subject Instructions for WorkAbility Lift/Carry Tests 
 
For the next series of tasks, you will be lifting a tote pan with progressive 
weights to perform 4 repetitions for each progressive load. You should 
pace yourself and try to complete all four repetitions within 20 seconds.  
 
You will start with your arms at your side. When I say ‘Begin,' Pick-up the 
tote to perform the task that I indicate. When performing the chest lift 
task, it is usually best to position your palms under opposite corners of the 
bottom of the tote as you raise it to the destination mark in a coordinated 
manner, without jerking. When you perform the low lift or carry tasks, it is 
usually best to hold the tote by its handles. 
 

 

 
Edge of tote 24” away from wall 

62-inch 
mark for 
Chest Lift 
(V=52”) 
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Point to OMNI EXERTION SCALE and say: 
 
You will use this OMNI Exertion Scale to rate to rate the level of exertion you feel 
for each work load. Pick a number on the scale to indicate how your body feels 
based on your overall feeling of physical exertion, strain, or fatigue.  
 
The number zero at the bottom of the OMNI Exertion Scale indicates your 
exertion while reclining in a resting position.  
 
The number ten at the top of the scale indicates an extremely hard level of 
exertion that represent the maximum work load you could possibly do.   
 
For example, a rating of 6 or somewhat hard indicates that you felt a moderate degree of physical exertion, 
strain or fatigue, but that it still feels OK to continue the task at a higher work load.  
 
There are no right or wrong answers. Consider the words on the scale to select a number that indicates how 
the exertion feels for the work level.  
 
I will gradually increase the work load until you inform me that you are unable to safely proceed to the next 
work load or I stop the task based on my observations of your body movements or other factors. 
 
Observed Mechanics Rating: Observe and assess subject’s mechanics for each load progression as follows: 

• 4 = Normal (no mechanical change or difficulty observed to perform the full, expected movement),  

• 3 = Guarded (minor change in mechanics observed such as guarding or hesitation during movement),  
• 2 = Fair (able to perform most of expected movement, with no more than minor difficulty with 

mechanics) 
• 1 = Poor (able to perform only part of the movement or demonstrates major difficulty with mechanics) 
• 0 = Unable or Unwilling to complete the expected movement task. 

 

Physical Signs of Difficulty (Report observations under comments): 

1. Face red/perspiration 
2. Increased respirations/shortness of breath 
3. Recruitment of accessory muscles (e.g. 

SCM, Trapezius)  
4. Increased posterior trunk leaning during 

chest lift 
5. Hands slipping during lift from table 
6. Raising up on tip toes to during high lift  
7. Tipping the tote to complete chest lift  
8. Unable to complete lift to destination mark. 
9. Using either lower extremity to “nudge” the 

load 
10. Shaking/quivering of muscles 

11. Additional time compared to previous cycle  
12. Speed of lifting or lowering decreases 
13. Flex or extend spine in a whiplash motion 

during low lift 
14. Propping tote on thigh(s) during lower lift  
15. Elbow(s) extending fully during carry 
16. Shorter steps 
17. Widened base of support 
18. Irregular steps/antalgia 
19. Weaving/difficulty maintaining straight 

walking path 
20. Increased knee flexion during carry 

strength
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Administration and documentation protocol: 

a. Circuit Administration: It is more efficient to have subject alternate between the Chest Lift Frequent 
and Low Lift Frequent Task during each load progression (e.g. 4 reps for Chest Lift without using the 
handles, followed by 4 reps with the Low Lift task using the handles before adding weight to tote).  
 

b. Chest Lift Frequent Test: Standard Method consists of 
lifting a tote from table to floor (V=9”) with both hands.  
 
Demonstrate as you say: “Next, I would like you to hold 
the tote pan at the bottom and keep it level as you turn 
and raise it until the top of the tote is just above the 
next lowest mark, without jerking or scraping it against 
the wall.”  
 
If subject is unable to cover the 62-inch mark, record 
the highest vertical height achieved from the floor to the 
bottom of the tote and explore body mechanics 
techniques to improve performance: 
 
• The optimal technique for most subjects is to hold underneath the opposite corners of the tote 

with the palms to alleviate wrist strain.  
• If one arm is weak or painful, usually it helps to hold the near corner on the weaker side. 
• When one arm is extremely weak, it often helps to slide the stronger arm closer to center of tote. 
• If the 10-lb. tote is too heavy, then substitute a lighter weight that is held in one or both hands. 

 
 

c. Low Lift Frequent Test: Standard Method consists of 
lifting a tote from table to floor (V=9”) with both hands.  
 
Demonstrate a lower lift with lordosis maintained using 
the handles as you say: “Lift the tote by its handles, pivot, 
lower it to and from the floor, return it to the table in a 
coordinated manner without jerking.”  
 
If subject is unable to clear the highest mark, record the 
highest vertical height achieved from the floor to the 
bottom of the tote and explore body mechanics: 
• Subjects can usually lift more weight by separating 

the legs to keep tote closer to the center of gravity 
and stabilizing with arms next to inner thighs. 

• If one leg is weak or painful, usually it helps to keep 
that leg forward and use more of a golfer lift. 

• Sometimes it may be necessary to use one arm for 
support or to lift from a seated posture.  

 
d. Unmarked weights are generally added to the tote in 5 lb. increments.  

 
e. It is a good practice to document your findings for each load progression after you observe a 

significant change in mechanics or the subject reports an exertion rating of 6 (SOMEWHAT HARD) or 
higher. Beginning with that load progression, document: (1) Load (weight), (2) Cycle time, (3) Rating 
of Observed Mechanics, (3) Rating of Perceived Exertion (RPE). 
 

   

       
 Both (5#)       Right (10#)       Right (5#) 
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f. Usual guidelines for continuing to add weight if: 
 

o Observed Mechanics are 3/4 (Guarded) or 4/4 (Normal) 
o RPE is less than 8/10 (Hard) 
o Heart Rate is less than the Target Heart Rate = [207 – (age * 0.7)] * 0.8 
o Four repetitions are completed in 20 sec. or less. 

 
Note: This is criteria to satisfy a SAFE Load.  
 

g. Determine the primary endpoint: 
• Job match limit: This is heaviest load to qualify or return to work for a specific job. 

• Mechanics limit: This is heaviest load handled without a major change in mechanics.  
• Heart Rate limit: This is heaviest load without exceeding the Target Heart Rate. 
• RPE subject limit met: This is the heaviest load that did not exceed an RPE rating of 8 (HARD) 
• Other (see below): Explain in comments.  

 
h. After determining SAFE limit for a given task, ASK: “Did pain limit your performance on this task? 

Check the applicable box and report the area of pain or other problems under Comments (if yes).   
 
Interpretation 
 

a. You may assign an OCCASIONAL strength rating based on the subject’s highest SAFE load handled for 
the Lift or Carry Strength Tests by referring to the limits under the Occasional column of table below:   
 

RATING Occasional (O) Frequent (F) Constant (C) 

Very light/Sedentary 1-10 lbs. Negligible None 

Light 11-25 lbs. 1-10 lbs.  Negligible 

Medium 26-50 lbs.  11-25 lbs. 1-10 lb. 

Heavy 51-100 lbs. 26-50 lbs. 11-25 lbs. 

Very Heavy >100 lbs. >50 lbs.  >25 lbs. 
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Sample Data Sheet for WORKABILITY LIFT/CARRY FREQUENT TESTS 
 
Name___________________________ Examiner___________________________    Date_____________   
 

TARGET HEART RATE = [207 – (age * -.7)] * 0.80 = _______ bpm 
 
OBSERVED MECHANICS: 4=Normal (No mechanical change), 3=Guarded (minor change in mechanics), 
2=Fair (Almost completes with minor change in mechanics), 1=Poor (partly completes or major change in 
mechanics), 0=Unable (or Unwilling) to attempt load. 
 

PHYSICAL SIGNS OF DIFFICULTY (LIST UNDER COMMENTS): 

1. Face red/perspiration  
2. Increased respirations/shortness of breath  
3. Recruitment of accessory muscles (e.g. SCM, 

Trapezius)  
4. Increased posterior trunk leaning during 

chest lift 
5. Hands slipping during lift from table 
6. Raising on tip toes to during high or chest lift  
7. Tipping tote to complete chest or high lift  
8. Unable to complete lift to destination mark. 
9. Using either lower extremity to “nudge” load. 
10. Shaking/quivering of muscles 

11. Additional time compared to previous cycle  
12. Speed of lifting or lowering decreases  
13. Flex or extend spine in a whiplash motion 

during low lift 
14. Propping tote on thigh(s) during lower lift  
15. Elbow(s) extending fully during carry 
16. Shorter steps  
17. Widened base of support  
18. Irregular steps/antalgia  
19. Weaving/difficulty maintaining straight 

walking path 
20. Increased knee flexion during carry strength. 

 


